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Super Strategist: The Art and Science of Modern Account Planning is the only modern guide to
advertising’s arguably most vital discipline, that has been written with the passion of someone
who’s found their calling and the wisdom of an industry veteran who is still actively leading
strategy in a large, modern, full-service agency. Super Strategist is full of practical advice for
newcomers and usable strategies and insights for experienced planners, or anyone with an
interest in the discipline. Readers will find clear outlines of the role of account planners within an
agency, including step-by-step plans to achieve success with clients large and small: how to
conduct modern consumer research, develop and implement the creative brief, use data
skillfully to protect and improve great work, and use all of these tools and more to influence the
feather in the planner’s cap—the customer journey.Whether it’s called account planning, brand
planning, strategic planning, or creative strategy, the goal is the same: to inspire brilliant work
that is backed by rigor and data. Creative is still king, but in today’s fractured markets clients
need to know their multi-million-dollar campaigns are supported by up-to-the-minute research
and data-driven insights. Account planners ensure, as Douglas Atkins puts it in the foreword,
that the work is idea-led, but consumer-informed. To find that perfect balance of art and science,
the successful account planner is “X-shaped”: experienced in digital, social, communications
and brand strategy, comfortable in creative and quantitative disciplines—a Super Strategist who
is the fulcrum of any successful agency.

“There’s no one better suited to write this book. If anyone can plan the future of planning, it’s
Lesley Bielby.” ―Mark DiMassimo, Founder and Creative Chief, DiGo “You can’t play rock and
roll without a drummer. And today’s clients won’t buy what you’re selling unless it’s grounded in
data and rigor. Lesley is a great drummer.” ―Lance Jensen, Chief Creative Officer, Hill Holliday --
This text refers to the hardcover edition.
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“If it doesn’t sell, it isn’t creative.”—David Ogilvy
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ForewordI thought it was odd, when I arrived in New York from London almost 30 years ago, that
many clients and agency colleagues thought that planning was about being “consumer-led.”
Odd, for two reasons. For many of our clients (and some of the agency people), thinking about
the consumer at all in the development of the brand was considered to be a huge innovation.
They were touting it proudly and glad to have our help. But, it was also odd, because even some
of the leaders of this new Brit-import called “account planning” thought that “consumer-led”
defined this new discipline. In my view, it doesn’t and it never did.Saying you’re “consumer-led”
means well. It’s trying to put the consumer at the center of your operations. Which, as I
mentioned, was a radical idea 30 years ago and a big advance for many companies. But being
led by the consumer is a very dangerous idea. It will mean that you will almost always be a
follower. You will seldom innovate.It’s much better to be idea-led, but consumer-informed.I’m
talking about this in the Foreword to Lesley’s excellent and much-needed book, because there’s
always been the need to balance art and science in the act of branding. But science should
always be in the service of ideas. Ideas change things. They disrupt the status quo and force a
change in people’s attitudes, beliefs, and behaviors.This is something we lived daily during the
hyper-growth years at Airbnb, as it disrupted not just categories, but also whole economies.
Even fundamental human behavior. Apparently, it was a “crazy idea” to trust strangers enough to
have them stay in your home. But it was an idea that went from crazy to the new norm, with many
disruptions on the way.The three founders are different from most Silicon Valley types. Two of
them—Brian and Joe—were product designers. They have a hunger for big cheeky ideas. Data
was there to inform those ideas: to make them less of a leap into the dark and more of a step
into the semi-light. The data gave us confidence that this was (probably) the right thing to do.
But, ultimately, we knew that a truly good idea was always going to have risk attached.And that’s
what makes good planners, in my view. They are there to champion big ideas. And they do it with
a conviction that’s derived from data that says it’s (probably) the right thing to do. But they also
do it with the conviction that great ideas make big things happen. Because, after all, if you’re not
helping make big things happen with a big juicy idea, what’s the point?Douglas Atkin Former
Global Head of Community & Architect of Purpose, Culture and Core Values, Airbnb Author, The
Culting of BrandsJuly 2020



IntroductionIn 1999, I crammed myself into a Marriott Hotel conference room with over two
thousand other people. Standing room only. Speak- ers lined up on the front row with notes in
clammy hands. We were at one of the earliest Account Planning Group conferences in the
United States. The energy was palpable. As everyone settled in to listen to the first speaker, I—
and every other person in the room—realized that because of the two thousand souls in this
room, the advertising industry in the United States would never again be the same. This was a
pivotal moment in our industry. Truly, the beginning of a new and exciting era.I had been
headhunted from the trendy, maverick London hot shop, Howell Henry Chaldecott Lury,
6 months earlier, to bring the discipline of account planning to iconic Southern ad agency,
McKinney & Silver. A big Audi of America client meeting had been canceled, and I was curious
to see what a room full of American planners looked like, so had decided at the last minute to
attend the conference. I have never loved crowded conferences, being somewhat introverted
and slightly claustrophobic. But planning was in its infancy in the USA, so I assumed the
conference would be small, intimate, low key, and manageable.I couldn’t have been more wrong.
Where had these people come from? How was it possible that over two thousand planners
could even exist in America already, never mind attend the same conference?As I worked my
way around the room, uncomfortably introducing myself to those in close proximity, I quickly
realized that only about a tenth of these people were truly experienced account planners. And
most of those were Brits who had crossed the pond before me, bringing the discipline with them.
I already knew some of them from the UK, and several were my heroes—they had sought new
adventures in the U.S., after making their mark on the industry after many, many years in London
agencies.So, if most weren’t already planners, who were they? As it turned out, they were
account managers, media planners, researchers, business analysts, and brand consultants.
Like moths to a flame, they had smartly noticed the brilliant growth of this important new
discipline in other agencies all across North America and had responded by switching hats and
quickly learning this new trade—typically, from their new British department heads.I believed
then, and still believe today, that only in America could a craft that had taken over 30 years to
develop in the UK be so quickly mastered by a ragtag group of strategic and insightful misfits.
Today, this group has become, arguably, the most influential account planning force in the world.
And all of this over a short handful of years.Over 2 decades later, we find ourselves at another
pivotal moment, as our industry struggles to stay relevant in the aftermath of three serious
crises, the most recent being COVID-19, which forced many of our agencies to their knees at
shocking speed.Over the last decade, in particular, the advertising industry has changed
beyond recognition. Account planning, whose original role was to find and use consumer insight
to inform stronger creative ideas, has been utterly transformed into a discipline that most of us
don’t even call account planning anymore. (At our agency, we now call it strategic planning. It
can also be called creative strategy, brand strategy, or brand planning. In reference to the early
days, I will refer to it as account planning (in Chapters 1 and 2) and will then switch to strategic
planning.)If your agency is still hiring old-school planners whose sole skill set is feeding insights



to creatives, that’s a good and necessary skill. But if they are unable to “land the plane” and pull
those big insights into strategic, data-driven brand and business transformation ideas, they will
not survive in today’s industry. Being too ethereal is, by far, the single biggest point of frustration
and criticism that I hear from clients about these types of planners. And it inevitably results in
them being taken off the business and, ultimately, asked to find a role elsewhere. And this has
nothing to do with age or experience. I have had planners in their 50s and 60s in my team who
have had stronger digital and social skills than planners half their age. It’s a question of making a
commitment to continuously evolve and grow. Today’s strategists need to appreciate the need
for both the art and the science of their craft. But it’s important that the science doesn’t dominate
the art. After all, we are a creative industry. Only the correct blend of both will succeed.Modern
account planners are not one-dimensional. Nor are they “T-shaped.” To survive in an increasingly
complex and competitive industry, they need to be “X-shaped,” to borrow a phrase from design
thinking. This means that, rather than being highly skilled in only one area, they must have
multiple skills that draw from various fields, including social, digital, brand, and connections
planning, as well as content strategy, user experience, and media planning skills. The strategic
planner continues to represent the consumer and make the work better. It is also our
responsibility to ensure that the work “works,” by having a strong grasp of data and analytics,
being able to analyze the category and business, being able to track cultural shifts and keep an
eye on the competitive set, being skilled in brand development, and, importantly, being able to
lead customer journey development—all important tools for the modern strategist.Your agency is
falling behind if it is not training and producing multiskilled X-shaped planners who possess all of
these skills, as well as the ability to use a plethora of different research methodologies to truly
understand the consumer mindsets, attitudes, and behaviors.It sounds like a lot and it is. But it’s
essential for the well-being of any contemporary agency—and to ensure a bright future for each
planner. Earlier white papers and books claimed that advertising never needed account
planning. While it may have added something extra that had value, it was not critical. Perhaps
that used to have some degree of truth to it. Today, however, clients often demand account
planners more than all other roles, except creative (quite rightly). I firmly believe that as account
planning has become more of a strategic function, it has become absolutely essential.In the
following pages, I will, as simply and directly as possible (I am not and never will be an
academic), share my experiences as a 30-year veteran of the advertising industry, a working
chief strategy officer whose career spans the history of the discipline—from the extreme highs,
to the brink of obscurity, and back again—across two continents and four cities.The first chapter
tells how it all began—first in the UK and then in the USA—and shares the story of my own start
in the industry, and the digital and social explosions that changed everything. The rest of the
book will focus on the tools of the account planners’ trade—both traditional and new—as well as
insights into the quickly evolving industry that I chose to make my life’s work. I will also offer
suggestions on how to, as an account planner or strategic planner, stay relevant, stay ahead,
and stay interested in this exciting, sometimes exasperating, and always interesting career path.I



wrote this book primarily for all of those young would-be or current account planners and
strategists who have asked me for recommendations over the years—because I got weary of
suggesting book titles that were extremely outdated or too academic. Perhaps what I have
learned over my long career to date will provide some helpful guidance. I hope you find this book
useful, and that it helps you understand the role a modern X-shaped strategic planner—a Super
Strategist—can play in helping build and transform your clients’ business.

oneAn Industry in FluxWhen people ask what I do for a living, I feel an odd sense of discomfort
saying, “I work in advertising.” Why? Because it feels dated. It feels perhaps even weirder to
explain, “I work at an ad agency.” I know they’re picturing Don Draper in a snappy suit, cigarette
and TV storyboards in hand, and not the latest trending Instagram Stories or TikTok posts.To
understand the modern account planner and their equally modern tool kit, let’s first ground
ourselves by taking a look at the changes in their natural environment—today’s advertising
agency and the brands they promote.The word “advertising” carries not only the negative
baggage of the Mad Men era, but also the implication that it’s a one-way street—me, the slick
marketer, pitching to you, the unsuspecting consumer. “Advertising” implies that one is
advertised to versus engaged with. As anyone in today’s industry knows, the idea of talking to
(or, rather, at) people to sell them something has gone the way of the rotary phone. The
consumer has never been more sophisticated or better prepared to fend off unwanted
messages with ad blocking. Appointment viewing? You may as well show up at their door with a
case full of encyclopedias.So, what is the right word these days? For those of you in the industry,
I’m sure you have sat in client meetings where everyone avoided the dilemma by talking about
“communications” and “content,” instead of “advertising.” We don’t talk about “TV” but, instead,
refer to “video.” (But ignore the rumors that TV is dying—the context of TV has changed but it
remains strong, even if we do now call it “video.”) With print almost dead, radio declining, and
digital and social seeing meteoric growth, is this still an advertising industry? What does the
word “advertise” even mean? Let’s consult the definition:ad·ver·tise • / adv t  z/verbdescribe or
draw attention to (a product, service, or event) in a public medium in order to promote sales or
attendance.Take a deep breath—advertising is simply drawing attention to a product to promote
action. So, isn’t what we do today still advertising? I believe it is.What has changed is the sheer
quantity of media, channels, and platforms at our disposal. We now spend several hours every
day on our phone, looking at apps and websites stuffed with messaging, much of it irrelevant.
Advertising and brands are everything and everywhere now—not just traditional channels, but
also every single potential consumer touchpoint and experience. That is what makes it so hard
to engage people and pull them in.Our limited attention spans make it even more difficult. In the
1960s, when media channels were scant and fewer brands existed, you could trust that if you
put an ad out there in a TV show, most of the audience would get the same impression. And if it
were a popular program, like The Andy Griffith Show, then you knew that a huge proportion of
the population experienced the same brand exposure and would later have similar brand



recall.Over the last couple decades or so, as the media landscape has fragmented beyond
recognition, advertisers have at times acted like petulant toddlers, stamping our feet for
attention. You may remember the (ultimately, banned) ad for Cyberian Outpost from the
beginning of the dot-com era, which showed and literally coined the phrase “shooting gerbils out
of a cannon”?At our best, however, we have created content that is so rich and compelling that it
made old, stodgy brands famous again in record time. A great example is the relaunch of the
aging brand Old Spice. The “Smell Like a Man, Man” campaign by Wieden+Kennedy launched
at the 2010 Super Bowl and set social media on fire, quickly racking up 40 million YouTube
views. Did it work? Within 30 days of the campaign launch, sales of Old Spice bodywash
increased 107 percent. You bet it worked.But this campaign ran over a decade ago, when things
were a lot simpler. The attention of today’s consumer must be earned. It is more important than
ever for advertisers to create authentic interactions. We can’t just bait the consumer; we need to
offer something of value. Something they choose to spend time with and even seek out.
Something unexpected that provides a connection that is not just a one-way street, but also a
freeway of valuable information and useful ideas.To that end, it has been impossible for account
planning to stand still. So, how has it evolved? Who is the modern account planner, and what
role should they play in our industry today? Let’s start at the beginnings.A Tale of Two
BeginningsIn 1964, Stephen King, of acclaimed London ad agency J. Walter Thompson (JWT),
was deeply frustrated. His teams were developing advertising with little or no consumer input,
resulting in ineffective campaigns for his clients.Four years later, Stanley Pollitt of the equally
acclaimed BMP London grew concerned for similar reasons. His account management
department was not using any data or consumer research to provide rigor and inspiration to their
creative briefs. He began to suspect what we all know to be true today: great briefs are much
more likely to result in famous and effective advertising that benefits not only agencies, but,
critically, also their clients.Because King and Pollitt believed that “the empty chair” (the
consumer) was not being represented during campaign development, each independently
developed a new and exciting advertising agency discipline, one that focused entirely on the
consumer’s relationship with brands and advertising, and brought together skills and insights
from disciplines like media planning, research, brand consulting, and account management. In
the mid-1960s, account planning was born.Almost 2 decades later, in 1982, Jay Chiat of Chiat
\Day noticed this new discipline. Chiat already believed that British creative ideas were generally
stronger than American ideas, and he decided to make the historic move of hiring Jane
Newman, a British account planner, to develop the role to fit within his already successful New
York agency, inspiring better, more effective work. His experiment succeeded beyond his dreams
—within a decade, Chiat\Day’s annual billings shot up from $50 million to $700 million, proving
that account planning, when done well, can be a game changer. It didn’t take long for the rest of
the world to catch on, with most agencies across most continents adopting account planning
quickly and effectively by importing their own “British planner” to spearhead the approach.From
the 1970s through to the mid-1990s (pre-Internet), account planning’s role was relatively simple.



The planning cycle, as defined by Stephen King in 1974 (see page 9), was more or less fixed.
With chart in hand, the actions required by the account planner to complete the cycle
were:attend the client briefingidentify the key target audience (within a tight demographic
range)identify the current situation and desired outcomeconduct consumer research (qualitative/
focus groups, typically)use insights from that research to inform the creative briefbrief the
creativesstand back and wait for creatives to develop campaign ideasmake sure the work is “on
brief” and not just a great idea, for art’s sakesometimes, but not always, test the creative ideas to
improve their effectiveness. (Although, this testing often had the opposite effect, of killing on-
brief, innovative ideas that scared consumers to death. More on that later.)help account
management and creatives by preselling the idea to clients, to help defend the work via the
evidence of positive consumer sentimentstand back and hope that the ad worked (the KPI—key
performance indicator—was typically an increase in sales, which was often hard to
determine)The account planning cycle devised by Stephen King in the 1970s is still sound in
principle, though the means of achieving it have evolved radically.Adapted from Stephen King,
Planning Guide, white paper, JWT London, March 1974.A talented and intuitive account planner
would show empathy with the intended audience and make the work more relevant. The idea
would then be stronger and more likely to emerge from the painful process of copy testing
relatively unscathed and survive the inevitable layers of client approval. By the time I entered the
London advertising industry in 1990, each agency, with few exceptions, had a robust account
planning department that played a pivotal role in the development of effective work.These basic
principles continue to be the foundation of good planning, though the practice has evolved
tremendously, almost beyond recognition. The duopoly of Google and Facebook has swallowed
up the majority of today’s online ad market, and when it comes to convenience, scale, and, of
course, consumer data, ad agencies cannot begin to compete with the cookie monsters. This
isn’t necessarily a question of one industry replacing another, as has been heavily reported, but
more about agencies working in collaboration with tech companies. The process is now more
integrated, less linear, and more complex, demanding multiple skills across digital, social, and
brand strategy.In addition, despite the huge and important proliferation of technologies like
machine learning and artificial intelligence (AI), we have to remember that the human brain has
always been composed of two, not just one, parts. Modern planners and modern agencies need
to use every tool and technology (and data partner) at their disposal and also provide something
that is not purely algorithm based—and much harder to replicate. And that is the intangible but
powerful strategic and creative human elements.
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Michael DeLellis, “A Must Read for Marketers. Congrats to Lesley Bielby for writing such a
relevant and insightful book. This is a must read for marketers that are just starting their careers
and for more experienced marketing and business leaders. Lesley chronicles her impressive
career working with some of the biggest brands and provides strategies and insights that
readers can action for their own brands and companies. She weaves in illustrative examples
that give Modern Account Planning (Strategic Planning) context and depth which is very
relevant in today's fragmented marketing landscape.”

Raggiods, “A must have book on strategic planning. If you are a junior planner, please read this
book. You will ll learn, in a simple but complete way, how to do your job.If you are a senior
planner, please read this book. You will learn, in a brilliant and insightful way, how to do your job,
better.”

Melisa Goldie, “Must have for all Brand Marketers. This is a must have read for all marketers.
Balancing the art and science of marketing is the biggest challenge Marketers have today and
the insight in this book clearly define the road to success. It is great resource!”

Chris Fahey, “Building The Modern Brand. Wow. This book offers true insights to the modern
brand building effort. A must read for anyone considering a move up or into the modern
advertising/ marketing space. Exceptional insight into what moves consumers to act.”

MARK DIMASSIMO, “The Most Clarity in the Fewest Words of Any Book On Planning Ever - An
Essential Read.. The difference between a laser and a tanning bed comes down to focus.For
three decades, I've worked with the world's best planners, including the original British Invasion
to the U.S. in the 90s.The all were and are brilliant. They all have well-furnished, quick,
discerning minds.Yet, for me, Lesley Bielby is unique.Whereas they all have immense mental
power, Lesley is the laser.And this book is just like its author.This book goes right to the truly
important things. Where account planning came from, what it is and what promise it holds, the
current role of the strategic planner and where this whole thing is going.When you read this
book, you'll become more focused too.A laser isn't made of extraordinary materials. Similarly, all
planners have access to the same tools. Lesley's focusing power is in curating the best from the
rest and in teaching us how to use those tools to focus our power.Lesley charts the progression
of planning from being all about meaning to being equal parts meaning and behavior. She
places the "brand house" and the "customer journey" in perspective of the larger process.There
is nothing fluffy or pretentious here. She just gives you the keys and places you behind the
wheel.Of course, Lesley's journey from Scotland to top creative agencies in London to
pioneering account planning in the American South, then New York and Boston and Boston and
New York and beyond is a fabulous and charming story too. You get enough of it to orient



you.For the creative leader who wants to do truly great things, to reposition brands and
industries, perhaps to change the course of history, and to do truly insightful, highly-creative
work, Lesley Bielby is a dream partner. If you can't work with her, or even if you can, this book
will give you a lot of that. I have one on my desk, well-worn already. And I have one on the coffee
table in front of my couch. And I have one on the tank of the toilet in our master bathroom. Super
Strategist is a tool that makes me better and I use it every day.”

The book by Lesley Bielby has a rating of  5 out of 4.3. 12 people have provided feedback.
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